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ABSTRACT
Agencies use a variety of technologies and data providers to obtain travel time information. The
best quality data can be obtained from second-by-second tracking of vehicles, but that data presents
many challenges in terms of privacy, storage requirements and analysis. More frequently agencies
collect or purchase segment travel time based upon some type of matching of vehicles between
two spatially distributed points. Typical methods for that data collection involve license plate reidentification, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, or some type of rolling DSRC identifier. One of the challenges in
each of these sampling techniques is to employ filtering techniques to remove outliers associated
with trip chaining, but not remove important features in the data associated with incidents or traffic
congestion. This paper describes a curated data set that was developed from high-fidelity GPS
trajectory data. The curated data contained 31,621 vehicle observations spanning 42 days; 2,550
observations had travel times greater than 3 minutes more than normal. From this baseline data
set, outliers were determined using GPS waypoints to determine if the vehicle left the route. Two
performance measures were identified for evaluating three outlier-filtering algorithms by the
proportion of true samples rejected and proportion of outliers correctly identified. The
effectiveness of the three methods over 10-minute sampling windows was also evaluated. The
curated data set has been archived in a digital repository and is available online for others to test
outlier-filtering algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION
Travel time is one of the key indicators of the quality of traffic system performance. Traditional
methods of travel time estimation include electronic distance-measuring instruments, automatic
license plate readers (1), automatic vehicle location (2), floating car techniques (3) and global
positioning systems (GPS) (4). Other indirect measurement techniques rely on simple to complex
algorithms for the computation of stream travel time (5)(6).
More recently, other innovative and cost-effective methods including Bluetooth technology (7)(8),
cellular (9) and dedicated short range communications (DSRC) (10) have provided fairly accurate
estimations of segment travel time. These methods compute the segment travel time based on
matching vehicle IDs between two spatially distributed points. Travel time data from these vehicle
re-identification methods include outliers such as trip chaining vehicles, devices from nonmotorized modes, vehicles using alternate routes, and devices from high occupancy vehicle lanes
(11). Sensor flaws such as faulty communications, time-sync errors and incorrect detections could
also lead to abnormal travel times. To improve the accuracy of the travel time estimations, it is
necessary to remove these outliers from the valid data set. Various outlier-filtering methods
ranging from simple statistical tests to complex algorithms have been proposed in the literature.
The statistical tests include percentile and deviation filters that remove outliers based on the
variation of travel time from the normal (12)(13). These filters may not provide satisfactory results
when the data points in a sampling window are low, especially during off-peak hours when the
sample penetration of the probe vehicles are poor. Adaptive algorithms that vary across the
sampling windows were found to provide better estimates of the travel time (14)(15)(16). A report
from the SHRP 2 efforts also proposes a compelling filtering algorithm to remove the outliers (17).
Most of the above-mentioned algorithms have been useful for improving travel time estimation,
but removing the true outliers is still a challenge since it is often difficult and time consuming to
identify the nature of a trip without microscopic assessment of the waypoints in between the origin
and destination. Some data sources also do not provide this level of detail. Simulation has been
used to evaluate the performance of certain outlier filtering algorithms (18), but it is challenging
to replicate the multiplicity of real-world outlier scenarios in simulation. This paper describes a
methodology to develop a curated data set and distinguish the true outliers associated with trip
chaining using high-fidelity, crowdsourced GPS trajectory data. The efficiency and performance
of three common outlier-filtering algorithms in detecting the true outliers are also evaluated.
Additionally, the curated data set has been archived in a digital repository (19) and is provided for
the readers and others to evaluate the performance of additional algorithms.
STUDY OBJECTIVE
Agencies use a variety of technologies and data providers to obtain travel time information. GPS
tracking of vehicles is technically feasible, but presents challenges in terms of privacy, storage
requirements and analysis. More frequently, agencies collect or purchase segment travel time data
based on vehicle re-identification. As mentioned earlier, a challenge with vehicle re-identification
data is the application of filtering techniques to remove outliers associated with trips that did not
follow the route while avoiding removal of data associated with incidents or congestion. The
objective of this study is to develop a curated data set for evaluating probe data filtering algorithms,
propose performance measures for evaluating such algorithms, and apply the performance metrics
to the curated data set. Perhaps more importantly, the publishing of this unique curated travel time
data set provides important open access data for other researchers to use in future studies.
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RAW DATA
Commercial traffic data providers collect anonymized probe vehicle location data from various
GPS-instrumented fleet, trucking, and other commercial vehicle and personal mobile devices. The
data is described by a timestamped latitude and longitude waypoint with a precision of four
decimal points (about 36 feet), and a unique arbitrary identifier to link the succession of waypoints
generated by a distinct device. A vector of waypoints made by the same device constitutes a trip.
This study uses a dataset from a six-week period from May 1 to June 12, 2016, containing over 12
million trips and 980 million waypoints. The data is stored in a relational database with spatial
indexing on the waypoint attribute for improved query performance. Figure 1 shows an example
of the waypoint data reported during a day on I-94 in northwestern Indiana from the dataset. In
this region, 851 trips consisting of 150 thousand waypoints are identified by a virtual geographic
bounding box that is 12 by 5 miles.

0.6 mi

FIGURE 1 Over 150,000 waypoint data from probes for a day on I-94, IN
OUTLIER IDENTIFICATION METHODOLOGY
Study area
The corridor chosen for this study is an 8-mile stretch of roadway between exits 2 and 11 on I80/I-94 passing through northwestern Indiana. This is a heavily travelled and congested section
with AADT over 190,000, with most of the eastbound traffic heading into Chicago and the
westbound traffic towards Detroit and Indianapolis (Figure 2 (a)). The average travel time is
around 6 to 7 minutes. There are 4 interchanges present in each direction, where the motorists can
enter and exit the interstate.
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Defining zones and cordons
The frequency of the GPS data emitted by the devices depends on a number of factors, including
the signal strength, device type, software features, user intervention (powering device on/off), and
weather. The frequency varies from one waypoint per second to one per minute. To emulate
vehicle re-identification with sensors, two 1000-ft virtual zones were defined on the study route,
one at each endpoint – the east virtual zone near exit 2, and west virtual zone near exit 11 as shown
in Figure 2b.
The ultimate origin and destination of a trip are unimportant as long as some part of the trip follows
the route through the two zones. The primary focus of this research is to identify vehicles that
leave and later re-enter the roadway—that is, trips which passed through the endpoints but did not
follow the route of interest. The study route is I-94, as shown in Figure 2b. In addition, Figure 2b
also shows a “Study Area” as a box encompassing a wider area around the study route.
Constraining the GPS analysis to this limiting area greatly reduced the required computation time.
To distinguish between on-roadway and off-roadway waypoints, a cordon line was drawn around
the study route. To eliminate false off-roadway points from being generated by GPS errors, a rather
generous cordon width of 250 ft was used, as shown in Figure 2c. With four decimal places in the
latitude and longitude, the data has an accuracy as 36 ft. However, there are still occasional errors
that occur, as seen in callouts (i) and (ii) in Figure 2 (c). Because the study route was a controlledaccess facility, this cordon size was sufficient to filter GPS errors, but any vehicle path that could
possibly enter or leave the roadway would have to cross the cordon line.
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(a) Study area connects Chicago to Indianapolis and Detroit
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(c) Study cordon drawn 250ft from shoulder to capture waypoints with poor precision
FIGURE 2 Northern Indiana I80/I94 corridor
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Estimation of travel time
An algorithm was developed to estimate the travel time using the waypoint data. The process first
identifies trips with at least one waypoint in each endpoint zone (Figure 3a). The timestamps of
the waypoints relative to those zones were then examined to identify the direction of travel. The
travel time was estimated as the difference between the last observation time in the origin zone
and the first observation time in the destination zone. Figure 3a shows an eastbound trip with
waypoints along the study corridor. The travel time is the difference between the timestamps of
the last waypoint in the west zone (Figure 3b) and the first waypoint in the east zone (Figure 3c).

West Zone

East Zone

1 mi

(a) Waypoint data from a single trip passing through both virtual zones

First point in
east zone

Last point in
west zone

1500 ft

1500 ft

(b) West Zone
(c) East Zone
FIGURE 3 Matching an eastbound trip between the two zones to estimate travel time
There were 31,878 unique trips matched at the two zones over the study period. Scatter plots
showing the travel times of these trips in the eastbound (15,613 trips) and westbound (16,265
trips) direction are shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b, respectively.
Missed checkpoint trips
Although every trip traveled through both endpoint zones, in some cases they did not do so in a
sequence that corresponded to directional travel along the study route. Such a trip, for example,
might have been seen in the east zone, then outside of the zone, but then in the east zone again,
7

and then may be seen in the west zone many hours later. The waypoint trajectory shown in Figure
5a is an example of such a trip, with a travel time of 145 minutes, captured after travelling a
distance of 90 mi (Figure 5b). A total of 196 such trips (represented by cross marks in Figure 4c
and Figure 4d) were removed from the data set.
Identification of Outliers
In this study, outliers are defined as trips that left the roadway. Using the GPS data, such trips
could be identified by testing whether any of their waypoints fell outside the study cordon. Despite
the use of a wide cordon, these trips could still potentially include non-outlier trips, due to GPS
errors (i.e., “false positives”). The initial data set of trips with at least one waypoint outside
roadway (WOR) are highlighted in Figure 4c and Figure 4d. These were investigated for further
analysis. There are three possible scenarios, as explained below.
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(a) Raw travel time plot for I-94/I-80 eastbound

(b) Raw travel time plot for I-94/I-80 westbound

(c) Possible missed checkpoint trips and outliers in eastbound direction

(d) Possible missed checkpoint trips and outliers in westbound direction
FIGURE 4 Raw travel time data after trip matching for EB and WB directions
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Confirmed outlier
These are trips that actually left the roadway, such as chained trips or use of alternative routes.
Figure 5c shows an eastbound trip that left the roadway (red dots). The distance-time plot (Figure
5d) confirms that the vehicle stopped for nearly 5 minutes during the trip, strongly suggesting trip
chaining. Vehicles could also take an alternate route, as shown in Figure 5e. There were 243
confirmed outliers (124 eastbound and 119 westbound) in the entire data set. These were kept in
the data set and flagged as outliers.
Non-outlier
As mentioned earlier, there is a possibility that GPS error could cause some trip to be identified as
outliers, even though they did not leave the roadway. Figure 5g shows an example where only one
point (callout i) fell outside the cordon. The travel time is probable for the study route (10.5
minutes), and the time-distance plot suggests continuous travel on the route (Figure 5h). Such trips
were identified as non-outliers (total of 118) and kept in the dataset.
Indeterminate
These trips did not have enough GPS data to determine whether they left the roadway. Although
they contained some WOR data, the GPS record was inadequate, likely due to weak signal strength
from the device. Figure 5i shows an example of such a trip with only one point (callout ii) outside
the cordon, with gaps in the GPS data, and having a travel time of 19.5 minutes (Figure 5j). These
trips (total of 42) were completely removed from the data set.
Non-outliers
The non-outliers are those trips that did not leave the roadway. The initial dataset comprised those
trips with no WOR. Some trips had high travel times, possibly due to congestion or incidents.
However, it is also possible that the trip might have left the roadway but did not report any WOR
due to infrequent GPS reporting. Trips with travel time above a threshold of 10 minutes were
further examined to screen for “false negatives”.
Congestion/Delay
These trips experienced delays during peak hours, work zone traffic, or due to crashes. Each period
of congestion was verified by investigating crash reports and work zone reports. For example,
many westbound trips on Friday, May 20, 2016, from 7pm to midnight were found to have an
average travel time of 21 minutes, perhaps due to weekend traffic heading into Chicago. Figure 6a
illustrates a westbound trip experiencing congestion during the evening peak (travel time of 38.5
minutes (Figure 6b). Figure 6c shows an eastbound trip that experienced delay due to a crash
around 1pm on June 6, 2016, near mile marker 9. This is well observed by the slow-downs after 6
miles from the origin, as shown in Figure 6d. Such trips with long travel times were kept in the
data set.
Indeterminate
Similar to the earlier screening of outliers, some trips in the “non-outlier” data set had long travel
times and no WOR, but the GPS data was too sparse to confirm whether they followed the study
route. Such trips (a total of 19) were completely removed from the data set.
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FIGURE 5 Missed checkpoint and Waypoint Outside Roadway (WOR) trips
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FIGURE 6 Non-outlier trips with high travel time
Curated data set
A total of 257 trips (missed checkpoint and indeterminates) were removed to develop the curated
data set, which consisted of 31,621 trips (15,487 eastbound and 16,134 westbound). The confirmed
outliers were less than 1% of the trips for each direction. Figure 7 shows the curated travel time
data with confirmed outliers for both directions.
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FIGURE 7 Curated data set after removing missing checkpoint and indeterminate trips
COMMON OUTLIER FILTERING METHODS
Median absolute deviation (MAD)
The MAD is commonly used for outlier filtering. For each travel time value Xi at time i, the filter
compares all the values within a window j (in this case, 5 minutes prior to and 5 minutes after the
present value). MAD is computed as:

=
MAD median(| X i − median( X j ) |)

(1)

Data points are flagged as outliers if they are greater than the upper bound value (UBV), or lower
than the lower bound value (LBV). The UBV and LBV are given by:
=
UBV median + σ f
=
LBV median − σ f

(2)
(3)

where σ is the standard deviation from MAD, in which a normally distributed data can be
approximated as σ = 1.4286*MAD, and σf represents the scatter of the data, where f is a scale
factor. If f is small, the scatter (gap between UBV and LBV) will be small, and vice-versa (20).
For the present study, the value of f is taken as 2.
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Modified Z-score
The modified Z-score is a standardized score that measures the strength of an outlier. It is a revised
version of the Z-score method, which uses the sample mean and standard deviation to identify
outliers. The standard deviation can be inflated by the presence of extreme values which present
the problem of masking (less extreme outliers go undetected because of more extreme outliers).
The modified Z-score addresses this problem by employing the median and MAD instead of the
mean and standard deviation (21). A window of 10 minutes (5 minutes before and 5 minutes after)
was also used in this case. The modified Z-score is computed as shown in Eq (4).
Mi =

( xi − x )
1.4286* MAD

(4)

where 𝑥𝑥� is the sample median for the 10-minute window and MAD is computed by Eq (1). The
data points with an absolute value of modified z-score greater than 3.5 are labelled as outliers (22).
Boxplots

Boxplots are a frequently used form of statistical graphics for comparing distributions across
groups. A boxplot consists of a rectangle with top and bottom sides aligned with quartiles, a
horizontal line added at the median, and whiskers, of length 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR),
added at the top and bottom. The data points are classified as outliers if they fall outside the
thresholds, given by 1.5 times the IQR from the quartiles (23).
The outlier filtering using boxplots was also carried out across a 10-minute window (5 minutes
before and 5 minutes after) for each data point.
COMPARISON OF OUTLIER FILTERING ALGORITHMS
Table 1 shows a comprehensive comparison of the three outlier filtering algorithms. All methods
correctly removed some number of outliers, while also incorrectly removing some non-outliers.
While the MAD and Modified Z-score removed more than 70% of the confirmed outliers, the
boxplot only removed about 55%. Looking at the non-outliers, the MAD incorrectly removed
nearly 10% (around 1500 samples), followed by modified Z-score (around 5%) and boxplots
(around 3.5%). If the objective is to strike a balance between correctly removing the confirmed
outliers while avoiding incorrectly removing confirmed non-outliers, the modified z-score seems
to achieve a good compromise; it removes only 5% of the non-outliers while removing more than
70% of the confirmed outliers.
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TABLE 1 Comparison of oultier filtering algorithms

Method

Eastbound
Total data points = 15,487
Total outliers = 124
% of
Confirmed
% of
Confirmed
confirmed
nonnonoutliers
outliers
outliers
outliers
removed
removed
removed
removed

Westbound
Total data points = 16,134
Total outliers = 119
% of
Confirmed
% of
Confirmed
confirmed
nonnonoutliers
outliers
outliers
outliers
removed
removed
removed
removed

MAD

92

74.19%

1496

9.74%

89

74.79%

1576

9.84%

Mod Z

87

70.16%

790

5.14%

86

72.27%

791

4.94%

Boxplot

64

51.61%

537

3.50%

70

58.82%

544

3.40%

Further comparisons of the three methods along with the unfiltered (UF) data (the curated data set
containing the confirmed outliers and confirmed non-outliers, but no filters applied) was carried
out to study the deviation from the “ideally-filtered (IF)” data set (the curated data set with
confirmed outliers removed) across 10-minute sampling windows. Travel times in each direction
were plotted for the median and the 75th, 85th, and 95th percentiles. Figure 8 shows eastbound travel
times for a 3-hour period on May 9, 2016, using data filtered by the three methods examined
earlier, unfiltered, and ideally filtered. Looking at the median, we can see that all five data series
track each other most of the time, except for a small time period between 19:00 and 19:30. There
is a minor spike (of 2.5 minutes shown by callout (i)) for the unfiltered and boxplot data, due to
undetected outliers. The modified Z-score closely follows the ideally-filtered data during this
period; however, the MAD underestimated the travel time by 0.8 minutes. The spikes become even
more discernible at the 75th, 85th and 95th percentile. While the modified Z-score followed the
ideally-filtered data at the median, there was a negative spike of more than 4 minutes at the 95th
percentile during the 19:00-19:30 period (Figure 8d). Another example is the boxplot during the
20:30 to 21:00 time period, where there were differences of 0, 4, 6 and 8 minutes in travel time
compared to the ideally-filtered data, at the median, 75th, 85th and 95th percentiles respectively.
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(b) 75th percentile

(a) Median

(d) 95th percentile
(c) 85th percentile
FIGURE 8 Performance of outlier filtering algorithms compared to ideally-filtered (IF)
and unfiltered (UF) data
Spikes with an absolute difference in travel time more than 5 minutes (callout (ii) on Figure 8)
when compared to the ideally-filtered data were recorded as “false spikes”. Table 2 shows the
number of false spikes reported by the three filtering methods for both directions over the entire
study period. As expected, the number of false spikes increases for all the methods as we progress
from the median to the 95th percentile. For MAD and modified Z-score, the false spikes increased
by nearly 10, whereas for the boxplots, the number of spikes doubled from median to the 95th
percentile. It is also interesting to note that the boxplots had the lowest number of false spikes in
five out of the eight categories (one in eastbound and four in westbound), probably because this
method removed the fewest number of outliers and non-outliers overall.
TABLE 2 Number of false spikes reported for travel time difference > 5 minutes
Direction
Eastbound
(EB)
Westbound
(WB)

Method
MAD
Modified Z Score
Boxplots
MAD
Modified Z Score
Boxplots

Median
37
30
23
36
29
15

16

75th
percentile
40
33
33
43
36
24

85th
percentile
43
36
41
45
37
30

95th
percentile
48
40
54
46
40
35

CONCLUSIONS
A number of ITS applications rely on the real-time data collected by sensors to provide accurate
estimates of the travel time. Outliers are an inherent part of any data collection technique,
especially during the estimation of travel time. One of the challenges in each of these sampling
techniques is to employ filtering techniques to remove these outliers associated with trip chaining,
but not remove important features in the data associated with incidents or traffic congestion. This
study developed a framework to distinguish actual outliers associated with trip chaining and use
of alternate routes from high-fidelity GPS trajectory data. The study was carried out on the I-94
corridor in northern Indiana, a heavily travelled section with frequent congestion. Actual outliers
were verified by examining the waypoints of every trip to confirm whether they left the roadway.
Less than 1% of the data was removed to eliminate trips with inadequate GPS data or missed
checkpoints. Trips experiencing high travel time (due to congestion or crashes) were verified
against crash reports and work zone reports. The curated data set over a period of 42 days consisted
of 31,621 trips with 223 confirmed outliers.
The study compared the performance of three outlier filtering methods: median absolute deviation,
modified Z-score, and boxplots. The modified Z-score was found to have the best performance,
with a successful removal of 70% of the confirmed outliers and incorrect removal of only 5% of
the confirmed non-outliers. The MAD was more aggressive, removing a higher percentage of both
confirmed outliers (75%) and non-outliers (10%), while the boxplot method was less aggressive,
removing lower percentages (55% and 3.5%).
Finally, the performance of the outlier filtering algorithms over 10-minute sampling windows was
also analyzed. The variation of these filters using the median, 75th, 85th and 95th percentile was
evaluated. For each method, the number of false spikes increased as we progressed from the
median to the 95th percentile, indicating the tendency of the methods to remove extreme outliers.
Numerous outlier filtering algorithms have been proposed. However, to our knowledge, their
performance has not been evaluated against a large-scale GPS dataset such as the one in this study.
Further, a dataset of this type has not previously been published for open access. The framework
established in this study is used to develop such a dataset, where the outlier status of the data points
has been confirmed. This dataset could be used by agencies and other researchers to evaluate the
performance of their algorithms.
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